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SITE CHARACTERIZATION: KEY ISSUES FOR WASHINGTON STATE

SUMMARY

On May 28, 1986, the President approved the U.S. Department of Energy's

recommendation of Hanford in southeastern Washington state as one of three

candidate sites for development as a repository for the nation's high-level

nuclear waste. For over 40 years, Hanford has been used for nuclear

activities by the federal government. The site was originally developed as

part of the Manhattan Project to produce plutonium for the nation's efforts

in World War II. It has continued in that role to the present day.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 set out a process and

schedule for the identification of two deep geologic repositories for high-

level nuclear waste. To determine whether or not Hanford can meet the

requirements for deep geologic isolation of highly radioactive wastes for an

extended period of time in the future, the U.S. Department of Energy (USDOE)

has embarked on a five to six year, $1.2 billion study program at Hanford.

Under the NWPA, this program of studies, referred to as site

characterization, must be described in a Site Characterization Plan (SCP).

The NWPA requires USDOE to provide the SCP for review by the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (USNRC), the affected states and tribes, and the

public before the initiation of drilling the exploratory shafts necessary

for site characterization..

The SCP for Hanford, a 9,500 page document that cites 1,865 references,

outlines and provides the rationale for the site characterization program,

detail the information required, and how data will be obtained to determine
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the suitability of the Hanford site. In addition, the SCP provides a

detailed schedule and quality assurance plans.

The state of Washington has been closely tracking the repository site

selection process and will continue to do so during site characterization.

The state has identified a number of technical Issues and concerns related

to the capabilities of the Hanford site to meet the isolation requirements

for a high-level nuclear waste repository. The state also has numerous

procedural concerns about the way in which USDOE conducted its selection

process. It has several lawsuits pending in federal court to halt the

siting process and to require USDOE to follow the-procedures set forth in

the NWPA.

The SCP will be reviewed carefully by Washington state to ensure that

USDOE's plans will provide the appropriate information and procedures that

will respond to these issues and concerns. Review by Washington state will

continue throughout the site characterization phase.

The purpose of this focus paper is to provide citizens with an overview

of the state's issues related to site characterization. This is part of the

state's public information and involvement program. The Washington State

Nuclear Waste Board and Nuclear Waste Advisory Council will sponsor public

meetings to provide information about the SCP-and issues, and to provideran

opportunity for citizens to express their views to state officials. These

comments and concerns will be considered in the state's review comments on

the SCP. Citizens are encouraged to participate in public meetings and the

review process sponsored by USDOE in order to make your concerns and

comments known to federal decision-makers.
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SITE CHARACTERIZATION: KEY ISSUES FOR WASHINGTON STATE _

INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 sets out a schedule and

process that may lead to the selection of a deep geologic repository site.

A repository built at the site must isolate high-level nuclear waste from

the human environment for at least 10,000 and up to 100,000 years. No human

civilization has lasted that long. The search for and development of safe

repositories will span decades and cost billions of dollars.

In May 1986, the United States Department of Energry (USDOE)

recommended and President Reagan approved the selection of Hanford in

southeastern Washington state as one of three candidate sites for

development as a repository. These actions have triggered a strong public

concern over the adequacy of the Hanford site for such a repository. As a

result of these public concerns, the Washington State Nuclear Waste Board

and Nuclear Waste Advisory Council have identified key Hanford technical and

programmatic issues that must be addressed and resolved early in the site

characterization process.

The purpose of this focus paper-is to discuss those key issues, to

recommend actions that USDOE could take to resolve the issues, and to

explain how citizens can become involved in the process. In order to place

the issues in perspective, the paper will briefly explain:
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-

o why a repository is needed,

o how Hanford was selected for site characterization,

and will describe:

o the USDOE approach and schedule

o the state of Washington's technical program and policy issues

o specific opportunities for public involvement

Particular technical concerns identified by Washington State and

described in the report include:

o Groundwater travel time

o Regional geologic features

o Mining conditions in deep basalt

o Earthquakes

o Presence of natural resources

o Radionuclide and chemical contamination

o Retrievability

o Program and data management

o Overall site characterization approach

BACKGROUND

Since the late 1950's, nuclear wastes in the form of spent nuclear fuel

rods have been accumulating in temporary storage ponds at commercial nuclear

reactor sites throughout the country. Presently over 12,000 tons of spent
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fuel rods are stored at 93 commercial nuclear power plants. These plants

are currently generating about 2,000 additional tons each year. In the next

thirteen years, by the year 2000, the total amount of spent fuel is expected

to more than triple and reach nearly 40,000 tons. These spent fuel rods are

considered "high-level' wastes because they contain radioactive elements in

such high concentrations that they must be handled remotely. Water in

*storage ponds cools the fuel rods and shields the intense radiation. All of

the radioactive elements will decay to harmless levels eventually, but for

some, the decay is so slow that they will remain dangerous for hundreds of

thousands of years. In addition, 40-years of defense-related operations at

Hanford have resulted in the temporary storage of-high-level nuclear wastes

on tfie site.

By the late 1950's, with the growth of the commercial nuclear power

industry and the Cold War nuclear weapons buildup, it became obvious that

short-term solutions to nuclear waste disposal must give way to the

development of disposal methods that would provide long-term isolation from

the biosphere in a safe and environmentally acceptable manner. In a 1957

report to the Atomic Energy Commission, the National Academy of Sciences

recommended disposal of nuclear wastes in stable geologic (rock) formations.

What Would a Repositorv-at Hanford Look Like?

The search for a permanent repository for our country's high-level

nuclear wastes has for the past two decades concentrated on deep burial in

stable rock formations in the continental United States. A geologic

repository as envisioned by USDOE would look much like a large mining
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operation. Surface facilities to handle the nuclear waste would occupy

about 400 acres. Separate shafts would be constructed to depths of about

3,200 feet for personnel and equipment, wastes, and ventilation. Tunnels in

which the wastes would be buried would extend horizontally from the bottom

of the shafts to occupy an area of roughly two square miles. The repository

would be in operation for about 25 to 30 years receiving and burying the

nuclear wastes. When full, but at least 50 years after the first wastes

were buried, the repository would be closed and sealed. The period of

operation during active transportation and burial is termed the preclosure

period. The final closure and sealing of the wastes would mark the

beginning of what is termed the postclosure period, a planning period in

excess of 100,000 years.

An important part of the repository would be the !engineered barriers."

These would include the metal canister that contains the spent fuel rods, a

second metal burial container, and a crushed rock and clay mixture that

would fill the space between the metal waste container and the surrounding

rock wall. This container and soil combination is called the "waste

package." This package must meet US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)

standards and US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) requirements that the

waste package must provide substantially complete containment for a minimum

of 300 years. The final engineered barrier would be the repository seals,

which would involve backfilling and sealing the shafts and tunnels.

How Was Hanford Selected for Site Characterization?

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) passed by Congress in 1982 directs

USDOE to select sites for two permanent high-level nuclear waste
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repositories in the United States. In April 1983, the USDOE identified nine

potentially acceptable sites for permanent disposal in stable geologic

formations. Draft Environmental Assessments (EAs) for the nine sites were

prepared and issued in December 1984 by USDOE. The Secretary of Energy

nominated five of the nine sites as suitable for site characterization.

A decision-making methodology was developed by USDOE to aid in

determining the preferred ranking of the five nominated sites. The ranking

methodology involved evaluations of a number of preclosure and postclosure

siting objectives. Four major performance objectives were identified for

preclosure: (1) minimize adverse impacts on health and safety before

closure, (2) minimize adverse environmental impacts, (3) minimize adverse

socioeconomic impacts, and (4) minimize economic costs.

The Hanford site ranked as the least suitable overall for the.

preclosure objectives in terms of which sites had the largest number of

adverse impacts and lowest economic costs. The Yucca Mountain site in

Nevada ranked-most suitable. On individual objectives, Hanford was the

least suitable site based on health and safety impacts and economic costs

and the most suitable-based on environmental and socioeconomic impacts for

preclosure. According to USDOE, if economic costs are hot considered,

Hanford ranks as the most-suitable overall followetd-by"Yucca Mountain.

USDOE identified two postclosure objectives related to the isolation of

the high-level wastes from the accessible environment: (1) minimize adverse

health effects attributable to the repository during the first 10,000 years
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after closure, and (2) minimize adverse health effects attributable to the

repository during the period 10,000 to 100,000 years after closure.

For both time periods, the Hanford site would produce significantly greater

cumulative releases of radioactive elements to the accessible environment

than other sites. However, USDOE estimated these releases to be much lower

than the EPA limits and judged that there was little practical advantage of

one site over another site with respect to postclosure performance.

On May 27, 1986, the Secretary of USDOE issued the final EAs on the

five sites, and recommended three sites to the President as suitable for

site characterization: the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada, the Deaf Smith

site in Texas, and the Hanford site in Washington. The following day, May

28, 1986, President Reagan approved the recommendation. The President's

approval formally initiated the characterization of the Hanford site as a

candidate for the nation's first nuclear waste repository. In the

Secretary's report documenting the recommendation, the maximum diversity of

geologic setting and rock type were stressed as major factors in the final

decision. Other factors which went into the recommendation of the Hanford

site included ownership of the land by the Federal Government and its

control by USDOE.

What is Site Characterization?

The NWPA defines site characterization as "activities whether in the

laboratory or in the field, undertaken to establish the geologic condition

and the ranges of parameters of a candidate site..., needed to evaluate the
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suitability of a candidate site for the location of a repository." Site

characterization consists of laboratory tests, tests conducted using drilled

boreholes, geologic studies which can be conducted at the surface, such as

geologic mapping and seismic surveys, and studies in the host rock at the

proposed depth of the repository. The information gathered as a result of

these activities will be used by USDOE in recommending one of the three

candidate sites as the nation's first nuclear waste repository.

Major site characterization studies at the Hanford site under the

Basalt Waste Isolation Project (SWIP) began in 1978 with the construction of

the Near Surface Test Facility. By 1982 a site oh the Hanford Reservation

was selected as the Reference Repository Location (RRL) and a Site

Characterization Report was issued. Soon after, a large drill rig was

brought on site to drill the first exploratory shaft. Because the NWPA

requires USDOE to submit a Site Characterization Plan (SCP) and make it

available to the public and affected states and Indian tribes before

proceeding to drill major exploratory shafts, USDOE has been limited to

surface-based investigations since 1983.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION PLAN AND ACTIVITIES

The NWPA requires that a SCP be prepared by USDOE and submitted to the

USNRC, the governor, the legislature, the affected Indian tribes, and the

public prior to the sinking of exploratory shafts at the Hanford site.

USDOE expects to have the SCP for Hanford available by late 1987. When the

SCP is released, there will be a 90-day comment period on sections related

to the exploratory shaft during. The SCP and the activities of the site
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characterization program are expected to narrow the range of uncertainties,

eliminate alternative interpretations, and confirm or revise assumptions

made in the final environmental assessment (EA) used in selecting Hanford as

a candidate site. Similar studies will be undertaken at the Deaf Smith site

in Texas and the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada. An environmental impact

statement will be prepared on the site ultimately selected.

The SCP is divided into two principal parts. The first part describes

the Hanford site, the waste package, and the repository. It will present

existing information pertaining to the geology, geoengineering, hydrology,

geochemistry, climatology, and meteorology of the site, The second part

will be the major portion of the SCP and presents the site characterization

program. It will present:

o the rationale for the planned site characterization

program

o issues to be resolved and information required during

site characterization

o planned tests, analyses and studies

o planned site preparation activities

o milestones, schedules, and decision points

o quality assurance plans

o the decontamination and decommissioning activities

related to the repository

Although not expressly stated in USDOE's outline, the NWPA requires the

SCP to include:
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o Plans for any on-site testing with radioactive or nonradioactive

materials.

o Plans for activities that may affect the capability of the site to

isolate the nuclear waste.

o Plans to control safety related impacts from site characterization

activities.

o The criteria to be used to determine the suitability of the

Hanford site as the location of the repository.

o Plans for the mitigation of any significant adverse environmental

impacts caused by site characterization if the site is determined

.,to be unsuitable as a repository.

During site characterization, the NWPA requires USDOE to report at

least every six months to the USNRC, the Governor of Washington, the

legislature, and the affected Indian tribes on the nature and extent of site

characterization activities and the information gathered. Governor Gardner

requested information about ongoing and planned activities in October, 1986.

In December, USDOE sent a response outlining ongoing and planned activities.

These are summarized in the following:

Hydrology. Program activities include the development of a conceptual

model of the groundwater system beneath the Hanford site to determine

the direction of groundwater flow.' Boreholes are being monitored to

determine the flow direction.

Geology. These activities support development of the stratigraphic and

tectonic models of the Hanford site. These include seismic
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surveillance and data collection to determine the stability and

structure of the site, and boreholes to determine the rock structure.

Important structures would include faults and fractures in the rock.

Geochemistry. This program covers three main areas: site geochemistry,

rock geochemistry, and engineered barriers geochemistry. Site

geochemistry concentrates on characterization of groundwater chemistry

and the transport of radioactive elements in the groundwater between

the repository and the accessible environment. Rock geochemistry

evaluates the types and chemical stability of mineral phases in the

RRL. Engineered barriers geochemistry supports the development of

geochemical models of the waste package and performance assessment of

the waste package.

Geomechanics. This program measures engineering parameters which

describe the mechanical, thermal, and thermomechanical behavior of the

host rock at the Hanford site. These studies will determine the amount

and type of stress the deep rock formations at the Hanford site are

under. This is important since drilling of the large shafts and

tunnels may create the opportunity for the relief of internal rock

stress destroying the structural integrity of the rock. Thermal

studies are important because at the proposed repository depth,

temperatures are well over 100 degrees Fahrenheit. The waste

containers would generate heat as well, which would add to the thermal

stress in the host rock.

Waste package. These studies will test the performance of materials,

design a waste package, and predict its long-term performance. These
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studies include: the effects of radiation on the waste package-

groundwater-basalt isolation system to determine the durability of

materials exposed to long-term radiation and the transport and release

of radioactive elements from the waste package.

Repositorv seals. These studies will assist in the design and

development of the postclosure repository seals which must meet

the USNRC and USEPA standards for waste isolation. These studies

include water movement through the seals at various temperatures

and mechanical properties of the material used for the seals.

A key part of the site characterization program at Hanford would be the

construction of the Exploratory Shaft Test Facility'(ESTF). This would

allow testing of the host rock at the depth of the repository (approximately

3,200 feet). One of the largest drilling rigs in the world would drill two

exploratory shafts. The'shafts would be lined with watertight steel casing

that would be sealed in place with a cement grout. Once at depth, test

rooms and tunnels would be constructed to conduct tests on the host rock.

Plans call for underground tunnels to be as much as 3,400 feet long. The

drilling of the shafts-and construction of the test facility would take

about five years. However, drilling drilling at Hanford cannot begin until

public hearings are held on the SCP, and USDOE has consulted with the state,

affected tribes, and USNRC.

KEY ISSUES AND CONCERNS FOR WASHINGTON STATE

Both the State and USNRC, in their reviews of the final EA for the

Hanford site, considered the evaluations and conclusions made by USDOE
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regarding site conditions to be overly optimistic. These concerns will have

to be addressed in the site characterization studies. A brief summary of

some of these concerns are listed below.

Groundwater Travel Time

Groundwater investigations are critical'to determining the performance

of the Hanford site as a repository because, after a repository closure,

groundwater is the only feasible route for radionuclides to reach the human

environment. These investigations are especially critical to the Hanford

site because it is the only saturated (wet) site under consideration,

groundwater travel times quoted in earlier USDOE reports have been

overoptimistic, and many experts believe USDOE may have seriously

misinterpreted Hanford geology and hydrology.

A case in point is a disagreement over how much confidence scientists

can place in calculations made before pre-exploratory shaft studies are

completed. USDOE believes current information on geohydrologic conditions

suggests with high probability that groundwater travel times will exceed

1,000 years (USNRC 10 CFR 60 requirement). The state of Washington and

USNRC disagree with USDOE and believe that calculations using current USDOE

hydrology data and a reasonable range of expected values for effective

porosity will indicate a significant likelihood that Hanford travel times

cannot meet the USNRC's 1,000 year requirement. The state's position is

that a "fatal flaw warning flag" is already flying and the USDOE testing

program must be designed accordingly.
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Groundwater investigations are the most critical element of the site

characterization program for Hanford. In addition, critical portions of the

investigations must precede the drilling of exploratory shafts because

drilling the shafts would disturb the deep groundwater system and valuable

"perishable' data would be lost. The pre-exploratory shaft groundwater

investigations must be completed and reviewed by affected parties before

start-up of the exploratory shaft drill rig. Start-up of the drill rig may

not be appropriate if pre-exploratory shaft studies do not reduce the

current range of uncertainties associated with Hanford groundwater travel

time calculations.

The state of Washington review of the hydrology portion of USDOE's SCP

will focus on pre-exploratory shaft testing. Such testing should provide

the following:

o Appropriate data to determine if the range of uncertainties

currently associated with groundwater travel times can be reduced.

Emphasis should be placed on collection of effective porosity and

vertical conductivity data.

o Adequate data to explain subsurface geologic irregularities

(anomalies), such as the so-called Cold Creek flow impediment.

o Information to determine if USDOE's conceptual model adequately

explains Hanford's complicated fracture flow groundwater system.

o Information to determine the source and concentrations of methane

and radionuclides in groundwater.
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Regional Geologic Features.

USDOE tends to ignore independent data gathered by other professional

organizations that could lead to early identification and understanding of

important Hanford geological features. Surveys used to support USNRC

licensing of a nuclear power plant on the Hanford Reservation, together with

other data from the public, have been used by state scientists to identify a

bounding fault pattern in the vicinity of the proposed Hanford repository.

This information should be used to locate high priority target areas where

deep faults may provide a pathway for groundwater movement. Plans for site

characterization should include specific plans to drill in the priority area

specifically for the purpose of finding faults and other "fatal flaws" with

the potential for site disqualification. Early drilling is also needed in

the vicinity of geologic anomalies such as the so-called Cold Creek flow

impediment in order to provide critical information about these geologic

features.

Mining Conditions in DeeD Basalts

The deep Hanford basalt flows are under great stress from natural

forces, and these forces are unequal. When conforming forces are removed,

as would happen if construction begins, the strong but brittle rock often

fractures spontaneously. Such fractures could provide a pathway for

radionuclides to reach the accessible environment. Therefore, the in situ

(in-place) stress level is a critical element in site characterization

activities. Slight in situ stress increases means that waste packages must

be spaced further apart, which means more rock must be mined, which greatly
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increases the cost of a repository. Rockbursts, which are associated with

high in situ stresses, can be expected to cause worker injuries and

fatalities.

USDOE is proposing a very deep and very large mine which would be both

dangerous and debilitating to workers. The natural rock has a temperature

of 120-140 degrees Fahrenheit and temperatures in work areas would increase

if waste were emplaced. In comparison with other proposed repository sites

or commercial mines, heroic ventilation and rock stabilization efforts must

be undertaken. Hanford mining conditions would be inherently more dangerous

than other underground mining operations. Miners would have to be drawn

from a select population, and especially acclimated to the very hot humid

conditions. Even though actual work hours would be constrained, miners

under constant physical stress are prone to errors in judgment. Adverse

working conditions and the resulting constrained working hours would add to

the ever increasing costs for the BWIP project. USDOE's early SCP studies

K..- should be oriented toward finding out if the risks to Hanford workers and

the environment are reasonable.

The state of Washington review of those portions of the SCP relating to

mining and geology will focus on the following:

o To ensure that USDOE collects adequate information concerning the

full range of in situ stress values in the controlled area study

zone (CASZ).
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o A better understanding of the possible effects (fracturing,

rockbursts, rock sloughing) of mining in deep basalts.

o Information derived early in site characterization which could be

used to assess the stability of unlined shafts or work areas.

o Descriptions of special equipment or procedures needed to protect

workers from rockbursts, high water pressures, and methane.

o An evaluation of areas within the CASZ with lower in situ stresses

that might provide safer rock for exploration.

Earthquakes

Although large earthquakes pose a risk to a Hanford repository on and

near the Hanford site, many small earthquake swarms may occur in a specific

area with no large single event. Events of this type are indicative of

stress release. The distribution of the swarms gives an indication of where

fracturing is occurring in the basalt flows and gives some indication of

possible groundwater pathways through the fractures to the environment.

The state of Washington review of the earthquakes (tectonics) portion

of the SCP will focus on the following:

o To ensure that USDOE data collected during site characterization

is accurate enough to detect and precisely locate all shallow

earthquake swarms in and near the Hanford site.
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o The data should be used to correlate the swarms with mapped or

suspected structures.

Presence of Natural Resources

USDOE siting regulations could be used to disqualify Hanford if it is

found that previous exploration, mining, or extraction activities of

commercial importance at the site have created significant pathways between

*the underground facility and the accessible environment, or if ongoing or

likely future activities to recover presently valuable mineral resources

outside the CASZ may be expected to lead to inadvertent loss of waste

isolation. USDOE has acknowledged that many companies have made requests to

lease USDOE.land on the Hanford site for exploratory drilling for oil and

gas. USDOE also acknowledges that Hanford's deep groundwaters contain high

concentrations of methane (natural gas). Methane and warm groundwater are

natural resources that could attract future exploration activities.

Methane is especially dangerous at depth because it poses threats of

asphyxiation and/or explosion if not continuously removed from all workings.

USDOE recently concluded that Wgassy mine" conditions would exist at depth.

This means that USDOE would'have to factor that condition into the design

basis for ventilating thefexploratory shaft and underground workings.

The state of Washington SCP review will focus on the following:

o USDOE descriptions of how methane concentrations in air will be

maintained at safe levels in both the ventilated and unventilated

portions of-the proposed'underground workings.
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o USDOE provisions to ensure adequate safety in case of a loss of

power and/or ventilation.

O An independent, state-of-the-art seismic survey to investigate the

potential for geologic structures conducive to natural gas

accumulation. The survey would also yield information concerning

suspected faulting in or near the CASZ. Field work for the survey

should be completed and the results evaluated by the affected

parties before exploratory shaft construction.

Radionuclide and Chemical Contamination

The BWIP Controlled Area Study Zone is located inman area of the

Hanford Reservation which is already heavily contaminated with chemicals and

radionuclides. Site characterization activities should be designed to

minimize the spread of contaminants and affected parties must have enough

information to do an adequate environmental review of each activity.

Recently USDOE has released historic documents which strongly indicates

that contamination from early defense activities may have already spread to

both shallow and deep groundwaters, both on and off the reservation. If

this is true, this may be another reason for early disqualification of the

site. The fast migration of radionuclides to deep groundwaters (40 years)

would suggest a relatively direct connection between deeper groundwaters and

the environment. It would also suggest that large water discharges from

current Hanford defense activities may affect how quickly contamination

moves down toward a repository. At a very early stage of site
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characterization, USDOE must provide maps and documents which clearly

identify the locations and quantities of contaminants within the CASZ. Non-

USDOE experts should conduct an independent evaluation on how defense wastes

have reached deep groundwaters on and off the reservation.

Retrievabilitv

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act requires that high-level nuclear waste

packages must be retrievable after emplacement. Retrieval of the packages

could be for recovery of increasingly valuable materials, or because of a

repository failure. USDOE has recognized that retrieving waste packages

from Hanford's deep basalts will be difficult. The high in situ stresses at

depth may cause rockbursts and rock sloughing, which could "wedge" a

canister in its borehole. At each stage of the program, USDOE has developed

a new engineering "fix' to remedy retrievability problems. At an early

stage of the program, the plan was to place multiple canisters in long

boreholes. USDOE is now considering a shallow trench approach. Each

succeeding approach has significantly increased costs while not providing

confidence that canisters could be retrieved as required by the NWPA.

If mining conditions are going to be at the limits of tolerability for

men and equipment at the beginning of underground operations, mining

experience indicates that later operations would be so difficult, dangerous,

and expensive that recovery of thousands of individual waste containers

would be practically impossible. If spent fuel is placed in the rock

system, enormous amounts of "new' heat will affect the already hot,

inherently unstable Hanford geologic environment. In real mines, workings

are kept open only for a matter of months, then abandoned to collapse and
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admit groundwater. There is no underground job more feared than dewatering

an old, wet, deep mine. The state of Washington plans to closely review all

characterization plans affecting retreivability.

Program and Data Management

USDOE's high-level waste management program has been plagued by serious

program and data management piroblems. The overall USDOE approach is based

on competition among projects which were "grandfather" into the Act. The

following is a direct quote from a fact sheet titled, "Management Changes in

the Geologic Repository Program."

"The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) caused a

fundamental change in the character of the Geologic

Repository Program. Prior to the NWPA, the Geologic

Repository Program had many of the characteristics of a

competition among three distinct projects, where each

was managed by a different project office located under

a different DOE operations office. The program's

strategy was that the repository would be built by the

project office that first produced a satisfactory site."

It is important to note that this fast track strategy of selecting an

adequate rather than superior site was used to nominate Hanford for

characterization. USDOE is now planning to contract for a systems

engineering and development (ES&D) contractor to manage the overall program.

This is probably an improved approach, but the ES&D contractor will not be
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in place for at least two years. Clearly, substantial site characterizatiod'

should not occur until the new management philosophy is operational.

The national nuclear waste program, in general, has had serious

problems in ensuring the quality of data. Specifically, BWIP field work at

Hanford was stopped because of very serious quality assurance problems. The

SCP and data collected during site characterization must meet the rigid

quality requirements required for licensing a repository. Data collected

under earlier inadequate quality programs should not be used in repository

licensing.

Although the quality of data is already a serious problem, the immense

volume of data will soon create serious problems. The Site Characterization

Plan alone will contain approximately 9,500 pages and will reference 1,865

documents. The enormous amounts of data and the many reports resulting from

this plan will have to be stored and then be easily retrievable to all

affected parties when needed. The discovery process for repository

licensing could take years if there is not an agreed upon data management

system. USDOE and USNRC are now in the beginning stages of developing

procedures and hardware required for a multi-million dollar Licensing

Support System (LSS). The enormous size and complexity of the proposed

system require a deliberate development process. Current estimates indicate

that the system would not be in 'place for two or three years at best.

Substantial site characterization' should-not occur until an adequate LSS is

in place.
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Overall Site Characterization ADproach

USDOE must abandon its current fast-track approach to select a merely

adequate site and develop a new approach that emphasizes the following:

o The need for a superior site which the public could accept.

o An early and continuing search for fatal flaws which might lead to

identification of disqualifying conditions. Early rather than

late identification of such conditions would save hundreds of

millions of dollars that could be better spent on superior sites.

In addition, program credibility would be enhanced if program

decisions are dictated by objective, scientific factors.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

During the Hanford site characterization process, the state of

Washington will continue to review results of the site characterization

studies and will provide information to citizens of the state about the

process and opportunities for Washington citizens to participate in the

State's review. The Nuclear Waste Board and Nuclear Waste Advisory Council

will hold public meetings on the SCP to provide information and to hear

public concerns and comments on the SCP. This input will be considered in

the state's responses on the SCP. Information about the state's key site

characterization issues will be useful in citizens' input to USDOE's public

participation program.
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Before a final repository site is recommended to the President, there

will be at least two formal opportunities for public comment on the site

characterization activities and results. 'The first opportunity will be the

issuance of the Site Characterization Plan (SCP), which USDOE must submit to

the USNRC, the governor and the legislature of the state, the affected

Indian tribes, and the public for review and comment. When the SCP Is

released in late 1987, there will be a public comment period, and a hearing

will be held by USDOE in the vicinity of the Hanford site. This review

period will be at least 90 days for portions of the SCP related to the

exploratory shaft, and may be longer for other sections of the SCP.

Washington citizens are encouraged to provide comments on the SCP at

USDOE's public hearing or in writing.

The second formal public comment opportunity will be the Issuance of a

Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on the site selected by USDOE

for the repository. The DEIS will use the site characterization testing

results to address the suitability of the selected site for development as a

repository. The DEIS will be the last major point in the formal site

selection process at which the general public can be directly involved. It

is scheduled for release in the last quarter of 1993. Washington citizens

will have an opportunity to make comments on the selection at a public

hearing and/or in writing.

Referendum 40, approved by state voters in 1986, provides an additional

opportunity for public comment if Hanford were selected by USDOE. The

citizens of the state of Washington would have an opportunity to register a

vote of disapproval unless the Governor or legislature disapproved the site
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selection first. A majority vote of both houses of the U.S. Congress would

be required to permit the USDOE to pursue construction of the repository.

OTHER RELEVANT MATERIALS

The Washington Department of Ecology Office of Nuclear Waste

Management has a variety of informational materials related to the

repository siting process. These materials include slide shows (also

available in VHS videotape format), fact sheets, and focus papers. The

Office also prepares a quarterly newsletter that is mailed to thousands of

state residents.

If you would like to receive the newsletter and/or, other information

related to nuclear waste management issues in Washington State, contact:

Office of Nuclear Waste Management

Department of Ecology, PV-11

Olympia, WA 98504

(206) 459-6670 or toll free in Washington 1-800-262-SITE

Speakers are available and periodic meetings and workshops are held

throughout the State. Contact the Office for more information.
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DRY STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION

* SMALLER QUANTITIES OF FUEL

* LACK OF MODERATION PROHIBITS CRITICALITY

* POISONS USED IF MODERATION CREDIBLE

e CREDIT FOR FUEL BURNUP PROPOSED
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HANDLING/EMPLACEMENT

SMALL FUEL QUANTITIES

FUEL INSIDE SEALED PACKAGES

LACK OF INTERNAL MODERATION PROHIBITS
CRITICALITY
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ISOLATION

- LONG TIME FRAME

- PACKAGES ASSUMED TO FAIL

- GEOMETRY CANNOT BE GUARANTEED

- LEACHING OF INTERNAL MATERIALS POSSIBLE

- SEVERAL CONDITIONS REQUIRE ANALYSIS
M MODERATION WITH INTACT GEOMETRY c
* MODERATION WITH "UPSET' GEOMETRY
* CONCENTRATION MECHANISMS


